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Abstract

We present a quantitative approach to development and v~ldation
of synthetic benchmarks for behavioral synth=is systems. me ap-
proach is built on the idea of qwntitative benchrk selection.
We briefly explain the idea and pr~ent experimental results on the
quantitative selection and vfidation of benchmarks. We develop a
synthetic design example generator which composes the behavioral
level specification of a d~ign having the propertiw given by a set
of numencd parameters. Experimental generation and application
of synthetic design examples demonstrate the effwtiveness of the
proposal approach and the develo@ algorithms.

1 Introduction
me behavioral synthesis tasks are dl ~-complete and non-optimal
heuristics must be employed. Consequently, comparing and eval-
uatingthe qusdi~ of find resdts produced by computer-aidd design
(CAD) systems are one of the most important issues that need to be
addressd. CAD software designers heavily rely on benchmarks to
quantitatively demonstrate the usefuhsws of their rdgorithms and
implementations in their development process. Moreover, as ob-
served in the past years, rapidy changing electronics markets and
technologies cdl for flexible and adaptive benchmarks that can be
quantitatively characterized so as to accommodate varying dimen-
sions of future trends and to extend the existing benchmark resdts.

me applications of benchmarks can be summarized as foflows:
(1) comparison and ev~uation of given synthesis systems, (2) fine-
tuning synthesis software, (3) software vflldation and verification,
(4) finding weaknesses and strengths of synthesis tools and (5) re-
search guidance in identifying problems that are not solved ade-
quately. From the desired applications of benchmarks, we derive
quality criteria that will guide the design process of a benchmark
suitti relevancy, compactness, comprehensiveness, and r~olvabil-
ity. A benchmark suite is based on rd design examples repr=ent-
ing their fill diversity and complexity. A benchmark suite must
contain as few designs as possible while covering W of common
designs. A benchmark should restit in a fair comparison among
competing dgonthms and implementations with good resolutions.

One advantage of synthetic benchmarks is that we can avoid
the risk of inadvertent (or intended) abusive use of benchmarks by
ensuring that they are rtilstic and unpredictable. Repeated use of
a benchmark set may cause an undesirable side effect called over-
turningurdess we prudenfly use a set of learning benchmarks which
are different from testing benchmarks. A seri~ of synthetic bench-
marks generated in an unpredictable manner can prevent CAD tool
developers from abusive use of benchmarks, while enabling them
to exploit the benefits of benchmarking in their CAD software de-
velopment. We dso can verify if a tool is overtuned to a particular
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set of benchmarks by using such synthetic benchmarks.
Additionrd benefits of synthetic benchmarks are (1) we can ex-

ploit the benefits of using design examples that are of future trends,
various levels of complexity and difficulties, and features of interest
to a user and (2) the synthetic examples are often better representa-
tive of red design examples than those benchmarks selwted from
red design examples are.

In this paper, we pr~ent our restits on laying out theoreti-
cally and statistictiy sound foundations for addr=sing the key is-
sues related to the synthesis and analysis of synthetic benchmarks.
me method we used for quantitative selmtion of benchmarks is
briefly introduced. We formtiate synthetic benchmark develop-
ment methodology as a statistical optimization process. We de-
velop synthetic benchmark generator based on the formtiation.

me rest of the paper is organized in the foHowing order. A
brief history of benchmarking is discussed in Section 2. After pre-
senting the glob~ d=ign flow of synthetic benchmarks, synthetic
benchmark design and optimization issues are discussed in Section
3. It gives details of the problem formulation and the explanation of
the ideas behind the problem formtiation. M the algorithms used
in the synthetic benchmark generator are presented in Section 4.
Sections 5 derds with experimental r~ults. Finally, our conclusion
is given in Section 6.

2 RelatedWork
me first benchmark in the computer architecture and compiler do-
mains was the G~bsonMix [4], which significantly influenced the
dmign of BM 360 and 370 series of computers. More recenfly,
and in particular in the last daade, benchmarking was promoted in
computer architecture as the key method for research and product
evrduation. Small and partially concocted examples has been re-
placed by larger examples which are mamrrdly analyzed for diver-
si~ [10]. Since then, many key innovations in the architecture and
compiler domains, such as cache memo~, memory hierarchy, vec-
tor processing, NSC in general purpose computing, and multiplier-
accumulator units, bit reversal units and circular buffers in generrd
purpose programmable DSP processors, are dirmt consequences of
attempts to achieve superior rwdts on targeted benchmarks.

Recenfly, benchmarking attracted a good dd of attention in
both research [1] and industrid CAD communities. An analysis of
DAC 1992 papers indicates that, while more than 30% of authors
use their own benchmarks, more than 40~o of the papers show re-
sults on “standard” benchmarks [1]. Poptiar CAD benchmarks are
available for sequentkd test generation, logic synthais, physical
design, circuit simulation [1, 2], and DSP applications [11].

Unfortunately, however, practices of benchmark selection for
behavioral synthesis systems in the past are more d hoc than sys-
tematic, often times resulting in unacceptable benchmarks.

3 Synthetic Benchmark Design and Optimization Issues

In order for dgorithmicdy generated synthetic benchmarks to be
realistic and useful, the rd design space information must be in-
corporated into the generation of synthetic benchmark sets. A syn-
thetic benchmark set is based on rerd designs ordy if it represents
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Figure 1: An example design space black dots are idd synthetic
benchmarks for the design example space

red dmigns in their exact Ml diversity and complexity. Generation
of refllstic and useful synthetic benchmarks involve two phases.

First a collection of rd designs is amdyzed and design param-
eters are numerically pararueterized. The characteristics of red de-
signs are identified from the rtnrdysis. Then, a set of benchmark is
selected from the co~ection of designs. ~ls proc~s ensures that
the obtained parameters represent the rd design space. One of the
advantages of the methodology utitizing numerical parameters is
that it gives very convenient representation of design mix=, which
enables us to dgorithruicrdly generate rdistic design examples.
For more on the quantitative benchmark selection refer to [5, 6,7].
A set of designs are selectd by a simulatd armdng based d-
algorithm.The results including statistical vtidation of the selected
benchmarks are given in Section 5.

A set of numericrd parameters obtained during the first phase
of the process can be said to be characteristics of the rerd daigu
space. The characteristics are used by a synthetic design example
generator to compose designs having the dmired properties.

The parameters for a synthetic example is given by computing
the mean vahres of dl dimensions of rdl the design examples in a
group. Figure 1 shows a graphical i~ustration. The bwt synthetic
designs are shown as black dots. The group is identified by mea-
suring the distances from benchmarks to the other daign examples.
The cluster identification problem is formfly given by

Given a set of N design -pies X = {xiii = 1,2,..., N}, anda
set of benchmarks Y = {yj Ij = 1,22 ..., k}, ~ clusters of design
~ples G = {{gi}li = 1,2,..., ~, ~~ lg~l = N – k} SUchtkt

w}zererj E E R = X–Y, j = 1,2,..., k,k, yiistheith
benchmark and d(x, y) refers to a distance fictionfrom x to y.

The synthetic example generator (SEG) problem is fomtiy
given by

Given an n-tuple of numerical parameters til, P2, .-., p.) ~ ~

m-tuple consisting of quantities of avaikrble CDFG components
(C1, C2,..., %), generate a synthetic CDFG which contains act
numbers of components speci~ed by the m-tuple of component quan-
tities and have properties as close to those described by the n-tuple
of qmtifible parameters as possible.

The generation of a random graph satisfying a set of given pa-
rameters is not computationrdly tractable. Therefore, we need to
employ a heuristic method.

4 Synthetic Behavioral Design Generation

Our approach is not ratricted to a particdar computational model.
However, we use in our experiments the synchronous data flow

PI

Figure 2 biquadratic second order filter

I*D2 II

Figure 3: biquadratic second order filter with iteration bound~

(SD~ on semi-infinite streams of data [8] as the underlying com-
putational model since we have a large number of design examplm
based on the model. A design example is repr~entd by a control
data flow graph (CDFG) format [9].

Figure 2 shows au example CDFG. Circles and trian~w are op-
erations and rectan~es represent delays. Data flow is indicated by
arrows. Figure 3 shows the same design as in Figure 2. It is the
conceptual representation of a CDFG used in the algorithm. The
circles represent various arithmetic operations. Rectangles with
one side open are delays. Note that the set of delays on the top
of the figure is exacfly identicd to the set of delays at the bottom
of the figure. It shows rdl the primary inputs and delay outputs on
the top of the figure and rdl the primary outputs and delay inputs
at the bottom. Since an iteration starts with firing nodes with dl
the required inputs from delays or primary inputs and ends with ti
the primary outputs and delay inputs, our repr~entation of CDFG
clearly shows the iteration bound~ of a CDFG. This represen-
tation is =y to reason about the length of the criticrd path, the
presence of cycles, and the presence and length of loops.

Since the generation of SCDFG given a set of numerical prop-
ertim is au NP-complete optimization problem, we apply the sim-
ulated auu~ng heuristic to the randotiy construct SCDFG to
obtain au SCDFG with the given properties. The initird state of
the optimization system is defined by initkd temperature and ini-
tial random solution. The system moves toward an quifibrium
(or frozen) state based on the fo~owing finctions: cost function,
neighbor solution function, temperature reduction finction, nonde-
termiuistic solution acceptance finction, equifibnum criterion and
frozen criterion.

Reconstructively build the initirdrandom solution (initirdCDFG)
by placing edges between pairs of components in such a way that
the rmtiting graph is valid. There area number of rmtrictions in
placing edges in a CDFG. A classification of CDFG nodes used in
the rdgorithm is given in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes the r~tric-
tions in constructing a random SCDFG.

To ensure the observations given in Table 2 are not violated, the
number of edges from primary inputs and delay components shotid
satisfy the following inequ~hy:
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Table 1: A classification of nodw in CDFG

node type I r~<tictioas I
primarymust have at least one edze connectingto

input- an interad node or delay-
mot be connected to a pnnrary output

interad must hat,e at lat one edge connectingto
node aa interad ntie, delay or pri~ output

snot k conn=ted to more than one primary output
primary can have only one inwrrdng edge from
output aa intemd node or delay
delay m have one and only one input

can be placed m-bew=n nay par of components
(evenin-bween apti of Wo delays)

loop a loop L can be formedby connectingthe input
end of a delay componentD to the outputend of
anode C and the outputend of D to the input
end of a node that is chained to the node G

Table 2 Summary of CDFG roles

m=(2 X m~n[i(nj))-1, p) < n(epi) (2)

< min(~(i(nj)) - k + g~(~(~j))),
j j

where n(ePi) = the number of edges from the set of primary inputs
and delays, p = the sum of numbers of primary inputs and delays,
k = the number of components with outputs, q = the sum of num-
bers of primary outputs and delays, and (i(~j)) = the number of
required inputs of the component j.

Each primary input and delay has to be connected to at least
one arithmetic or delay component. If there are more dges left to
be placed, we randody choose pairs of a primary input or a delay
component and an arithmetic operation or a delay component to
place edges between them. Next, dl primary outputs and dl delay
components get their rapective inputs. ~ls is done by randofiy
selmting a node in a CDFG other than primary inputs and connect-
ing it to a primary output or a delay component in sequence. The
conditions to be met are (1) each primary output or delay can have
ody one incoming dge, and (2) no more than one primary output
or delays can have incoming dg~ originating from the same node.

The rest of the necess~ edges to complete the initial construc-
tion of CDFG are placed in the next two steps. They consist of
connecting dl the outputs of nodes and completing dl the neces-
sary input dges of dl nodes.

After building the initial solution, dl the required objective
functions are evrduated to measure the nmess of the current so-
lution to the target solution. If it does not meet the requirements,
it enters iteration cycla which stop either when the objectives are
met (equifibnum) or when a pre-specifid number of iterations are
performd (frozen). We use standard gwmetric cooling schedule.

The next SCDFG is generated by swapping WOrandotiy cho-
sen edges. The new SCDFG has a new set of properties (e.g., the
length of the critical path, the length of the longest loop, etc.). The
acceptance function for worse solutions is basal on the exponential
distribution determined by the temperate and the closeness of the
new solution to the best solution ever found.

1 NEC digiti to anafogconverter
2 hiotomla’s 12&tap~ filter
3 ~lEC modem
4 7tb order WDF filter
5 S point 1 dmension dwimation-in-time Da
6 5tb order distillationplant controller
7 2nd order Volterrafilter
S (31, 15)BCHcode
9 2D S point VHS transform
10 Hilkrt transform
11 2-D l@ttrorder ~ filter
12 9th-nrder mnk.oder filtPr

Table 3: The selected benchmark set. The quantified characteristics
of this set of benchmarks are usd to generate synthetic benchmarks

I si=” I cliff.” I min.’ I mx.d avg.’ I

-
“dmign set siz(rdud)
bavg. fifference(%) ~ven by D(bI, bZ)/D(bl, r)
‘tin. numkr of differentknchrnark
‘u numberof &fferentbencbmarh
‘avg. numberof differentknchrsrark

Table 4 The statistical vXldation r=tslts by resubstitution (original
set sizti 150)

5 Experimental Evaluation

We collected and analyzed a set of dwign examples and Table 3
shows the selectd benchmarks. Table 4 shows statistical vrdida-
tion of selected benchmarks by the resubstitution twhnique. A set
of 150 d~ign examples is used to obtain the initird benchmark set.
We selut a new benchmark set after randotiy eliminating X de-
sign examples from the design pool. k each trird, we observe the
number.of benchmarks that are replaced by new ones and the differ-
ence between two sets of benchmarks. For the computation of the
difference between two sets of benchmarks, we use the Hmgarian
Method. We run this sequence of tests 10 times for a given design
withdrawd ratio (e.g., 25, 50, etc.) and the results are surnmarizd
in Table 4. The second column shows the average difference be-
tween the originrd benchmark set and a new benchmark set which
is obtaind after eliminating a number of dmign examples from
the design pool. The average difference is repr~ented by the ra-
tio of the distance between two benchmark sets (ongind and new)
to the toti distance between the original benchmark and the rest
of the dmigns. The third and fourth columns are for the minimum
and maximum number of replaced benchmarks from the original
benchmark set. In the finrdcolumn, the average number of bench-
marks replaced is given. When a benchmark set obtaind by the
resubstitution technique is compard to the originfl benchmark set
by way of measuring the total distances from the set to W the de-
sign examples in the originfl set, the difference in terms of distance
is Ius than 470. Wls indicates the method praented in this paper
is higtiy effective [3].

Table 5 shows a comparison between selectd benchmarks and
synthetic benchmarks in terms of the total distance between a bench-
mark set and the rest of the d~ign collection. The table shows
six different benchmark selection experiments with different de-
sign collection siz~ and different benchmark set sizes. The first
and second columns are for design set size and benchmark set size,
respectively. The third and fourth columns display the toti dis-
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Designsa Bench.b I Orig.c I Syntfr.d I hp.’ mmef I

-
“the size of collected dmign _ples
bthe sim of selected bnchnrarks
‘the sum of distarr~ between the collectd designs and benchmarks
‘the sum of distanw between the collectti dmigns and synthetichnchmarks
‘the percentageof reduction in the sum of the distarr=
‘the run tim to -use (s=.)

Table 5: The sums of distances from corresponding benchmarks to
design examples

target initird find cliff. cliff.(%)

20,439 35,723 20,517 78 0.4
15,334 27,545 15,329 -5 0.0
28,565 46,921 27,524 -1,041 3.6
45,977 M,372 43,862 -2115 4.6
64,261 127,544 67,387 +3,126 4.9
59,168 81,661 59,165 3 0.0
52,023 W,664 56,143 M,lzo 7.9
178,554 466,142 178,591 +37 0.0
166,269 489,667 170,046 +3,777 23

Table 6 The qurdity of generated SCDFGS

tance between a benchmark set and the rest of the design collection
(one for the selected benchmarks and one for the synthetic bench-
marks). The distance is mwured in the L1 (Mahtta) distance.
The improvement ratio is given in the improvement column. The
running time for ~ch case of computing the benchmark set and
corresponding synthetic benchmark set is given in the right most
column.

k Table 6, results of SCDFG generation experiments are shown.
Of a number of synthetic designs generatd for each Wget proper-
ties, the instance with the highest discrepancy betw=n the targeted
and the acbievd are presented. The quantified properties are scaled
to reflect their weights. For example, Glni coefficient ranges from
Oto 100 and sustaind prtrrdle~sm ranges from 3 to 33. We scrde
the parameters by Iinw finctions. Note that the similarity of the
sums of squared parameters does not necessarily indicate that the
corresponding designs are similar.

To experimen~y veri& the effmtiveness of synthetic bench-
marks, we used generated synthetic benchmarks to tune one of our
schedtilng and assignment tools for ara and power minimization
on programmable heterogeneous platforms. The scheduling and
assignment program uses a set of nine parameters which adjust
schdu~ng and assignment strategy and choicm according to rec-
ognizd structure of a ~pical worMoad. The performance of the
program varies over factor of almost two orders of magnitude, de-
pending on the selected vahres for the parameters. The vahr~ of
the parameters are iteratively set by using Gauss-Jordan iterative
procedure through the examination of the performances on a set of
l-rig examples.

We were able to tune the parameters of our schdfllng and as-
signment program to the best performing values using 12 synthetic
examples generated which are based on a set of selected bench-
marks. The same level of performance was achievable ody when
we randody selected between 41 and 83 designs (average 60),
clmly indicating the usetiness of the synthetic benchmark ex-

Synth.”
Perf.” IN.-.. ,-- ,.

6 1.92 I ?7. I 52 I 33 I 5.22 I 20 I !
7 1%7 I ,

Ara I Power
din. I Mm. I Ave. Perf.c I Mrs. I him. Ave.
-- 1 , , ---- , 58 41

t
I ..-, I 23 i; 5; 4.01 Z159 42

8 1.59125157140 I 3.08 I 32 I 72 48

1 , a , , 50
1; I ;:i; ii ;1 I 5i I :99 I 5s I ii 54
11 I 1.07141192158 I 1.41 I 22 I 81 59

I lL11.W12L 171 Iw[l.w[vll Oa 60

t i I 1 ?7. I ?R I 5q I 43 I 247 I 31 I 72

t
--
.-, ,-1 <01-1< “1,-1” ,102

“Average number of synthetic~rrcfrmarks
bPerfomsancenotid tith respect to the ht case
‘Pcrfocmarrcenormrditi with respt to the kt me

Table % h experimental evahration resdts

amples without having overturningproblems. The more detaild
information about abihty of synthetic and generic benchmarks to
enable convergence of the scherhding program to the most effec-
tive set of parameters is given in Table 7. The first column indi-
cates the number of synthetic benchmarks used for a given level of
effectiveness shown in the columns 2 and 6 for area and power re-
spectively. We normtize the effectiveness with respect to the best
case found. The columns 3-5 and 7-9 show the rquired number of
randotiy selected generic benchmarks to achieve the same level of
the effectiveness.

6 Conclusion

The experimental results shows that the quantitative approach to
benchmark selmtion is not ordy possible but dso very promis-
ing. The synthetic benchmarks the characteristics of which are de-
rived from the quantitatively selected benchmarks can be used in
many benchmark application areas. In pticdar, as our experience
demonstrates, fine-tuning optimization tools is one very important
application of synthetic benchmarks. Nso, quantitative approach
promises a convenient and correct way of extending and expanding
existing benchmarks by way of synthetic benchmarks since bench-
mark itself can be quantitatively studied and verified.
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